For a pos itive self-adjoint operator A in X, Nelson ([13J) proved that DW (A) can also be described as For each posi tive constant v the operator A V is well-defined, positive and self-adjoi nt in X. So it makes sense to write Sx A V . The question arises for , which pe r t urbations P on A there can be found a Hilbert space Y such that A + P is a positive self-adjoint operator in Y and Sx,AV c SY,(A+P)V. In the paper ([ I J ) the case v = I has been considered. Also some results concerning analytic dominancy can be found there.
In the second part of this paper we study a class of Hankel invariant testand distribution spaces, and, also their relations to the S8-spaces of Gela fand and Shilov ([9J) . With our papers [2J and [4J we have started this study.
1
There we h ave shown that the space of even functions in S! remains invariant • v (vs ) and b
IIwll the implication (ii) ~ (i) has been proved.
• 
Proof
We note first that Sx A V = U exp(-t AV) (X). So let 0 < t < 1, and let , O<t<) o < T < t . Pu t s = t -T. We want to estimate the norm of the operator v k v exp(TA) ( A+P) exp(-tA) for each k E :N. Therefore we fac t or as follows
This f actoring yields the estimate
Thus we h ave proved that
Let t > 0 and let w E X. Set f exp(-tAv )w. Then for 0 < T < t fixed there
Remark: Suppose there exists k E IN such that the operator A maps X conti-
Let P be an operator in X and let n E IN with D(P) ~ Sx An. Suppose there , exists an everywhere defined monotone non-increasing function cp on (0, I) such
As in the proof of the previous theorem: To this end, we mention that
where the r e lation n used. Thus we obtai n the matrix of R with respect to the basis (£(y»oo n n=O
The inequality (cf. [IIJ) yields I-s n r (n + I) 
wi th norms 
